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Effectively managing the media

Sue Skeats,
managing partner,

the View

assisted by Chloe Michel, senior consultant
...and Maddy Roberts, intern



Housekeeping

• Presentation on UKHCA website
• Questions at end, if time allows

• Twitter: 
– @wearetheview
– @ukhca  
– #ukhca2017



Introducing The View
• A broad-based PR, social media & marketing consultancy  in 

Guildford 

• Eight years old

• Multi-award winning 
– Outstanding Small Consultancy winner (twice) and finalist

• Public Relations & Communications Association (PRCA) member



Ultimately, for communications to work they need Believability™. 
Devised with Professor Karen Pine, leading developmental 
psychologist, it’s our planning tool and guiding principle 

What makes us different?



Consumer

HealthcareCorporate

Three specialisms
- selected clients
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First, it’s media quiz time!… 



So, why are you here?



Why are you here?
• Concerned about potential negative exposure? 

• Keen to boost your organisation’s reputation? 

• Or both?  Hands up…

• Only the tiniest taster 

• But we’ll look at good, bad & ugly approaches…
• And give you some basic, practical tips to take away



What do we mean by media? 

• Though today we’ll look mainly through lens of 
‘traditional media’*

• EVERYONE’S a publisher these days…

*focus: national media



’Non-traditional’ media

• Communications MUST now also work, simultaneously,  across 
‘non-traditional’ media too….

• Social media (they now MAKE the news)
• Opinion formers 
• Personal experience / word of mouth etc. etc.



In 2017 we now spend 
more than 

EIGHT HOURS A DAY 
consuming media

Zenith Optimedia

Including 
social 
media



Mobile phone zombies!



Whether good news or bad
• No matter what channel…

• THE PRINCIPLES ARE THE SAME

• Clarity, consistency & continuity of 
messaging 

• … vital to great communications 
– Reactive (bad news)
– Proactive (good news)

• So let’s learn from today’s ‘traditional’ media 
session, then apply it universally



Bad news
- and mitigating the risks







Bottom line…
• Good news travels slowly

• Bad news travels fast

Tell one person about a 
good experience and they 

might tell a handful of 
others…

Tell somebody bad news 
and the whole world 
knows by lunchtime!



How would you deal with such a situation?

Order the flow 
chart: 

The top five 
things you’d do

We’ll analyse 
results in a 

moment 



Crises and issues CAN and DO happen

• Often when you least expect it

• Own organisation, or industry-wide (tarred with same brush)

• Need to be prepared

• BEFORE it happens



Best case scenario
1. Plan your 

communications 
strategy

2. Prepare 
statements & 
documents

3. Issue occurs

4. & 5. Interchangeable
Media responses & interviews

Communicate issue & strategy to staff & stakeholders



Appreciating needs of the media

• In order to communicate the messages YOU want covered

• and / or…

• Keep your news OUT of the news…

• Need to appreciate…



Journalists and reporters...
• Work in a tough, competitive 

environment

• NOT INTERESTED in you or 
your organisation

• ARE INTERESTED in covering 
great stories that are a perfect 
fit for their audience



Likely scenarios
• Carer caught stealing, client accuses carer of stealing, 

disgruntled employee/reviews, CQC downgrading etc.Company issues, eg: 

• Poor care standards, shortage of good carers, general 
care features etc.

Issues in the news, 
eg:

• Fire, flood, norovirusEvents, eg:

• ‘Dementia tax’, the Budget, Brexit carer issueCurrent affairs, eg:

• Client with dementia wanted in connection with 
historical crimeRandom, eg:



Deflecting bad news …



Responding to media
• The golden rules:

1. Know what you want to say

2. Say it as clearly as you can

3. Be consistent

• Remember: rules relevant for ‘non-traditional media’ too



Q&As - questions and answers

They do what they say 
on the tin

Crafted for all hot 
topics, sensitive issues 
and likely scenarios / 

responses

Need senior 
management input / 
share & agree process 

with appropriate 
colleagues

Never ‘no comment’ 

Calm, genuinely 
helpful responses Acknowledge situation

Where appropriate, 
empathetic with 

situation or subject
Takes heat out of 

situation

• Gives media something usable, but managed  (OR puts them off scent)
• Reactive-only use

• Rehearse, discuss & update regularly

• Lifts lid on potential business negatives – and can help address them



Example: drinks industry

Following debate on introduction of minimum alcohol prices in Scotland…

Q: What is your view on minimum pricing for booze?

A: Price does not determine alcohol misuse. If it did, countries like France and 
Spain, where alcohol is much cheaper, would have far greater drink related 
problems (the French pay significantly less tax on their alcohol and have a binge 
drinking rate five times lower). Price increases won’t resolve the problem of binge 
drinking.  

The question is: how do we get through to problem drinkers? XYZ WINEMAKERS 
has sought to make its contribution firstly with our successful DrinkLow responsible 
drinking initiative, developed in conjunction with Oxford University, our partnership 
with Alcohol Concern and other activities including support of the Campaign for 
Smarter Drinking.



Valuable extra background
• Core press release:

– Simple Word document
– Pre-approved CORRECT company background info for media
– Augments Q&As
– For use at moment’s notice 
– Puts situation into context to help protect reputation

• Communicates:
– Key, on-brand messages
– Successes and company culture
– What makes you different



Writing & speaking for media: the importance of plain English



Clear communication is essential
• From a computer manual:

“The information that follows will provide you with an in-depth 
look at its process and content”

vs:
“This is how it works”

• Shorter sentences may not sound as important, but that is not the 
point.  It communicates plainly.  It communicates BETTER.



Don’t assume people understand

• DON’T use jargon*:
– Pathways, frameworks, care navigator, integrated care, reablement, 

telecare, advocacy

• DON’T use meaningless corporate speak:
– “We’re looking for bolt-on spin-offs”

• Bus queue / read aloud tests

*Unless audience already familiar, eg: trade / specialist 

Style inspiration: BBC website or Telegraph / Times -
intelligent, readable and clear as a bell



Evidence

• Back up what you’re saying with provable facts and stats, that 
impress on their own

• And examples: REAL identifiable individuals and stories



Interviews
• Senior spokespeople show credibility & believability; 

matters taken seriously
• Agree WHO can speak on behalf of company – and 

WHO CAN’T  - consider media training

Classic case study: 
Virgin Trains crash, Cumbria

Skilfully gave context, while also expressing 
empathy for the passengers:

“I've been in the transportation business for nearly 25 
years. We have transported half a million passengers 
and fortunately have never had to be in this situation 
before. One can only imagine what it was like for the 

passengers.”  Sir Richard Branson 



And finally - the bigger picture

• Recommended ongoing activity:
– Regular on-message social media posts (positive news, views and chat)

• Helps build bank of awareness, TRUST and GOODWILL 
• Makes brand more robust, more forgivable
• Worth weight in gold when disaster strikes

• Don’t forget UKHCA there to help too 
– Colin Angel and Michelle Gederon



Good news
And maximising the benefits



The honest truth

• Bad news = news
• Good news doesn’t

• SO, creativity and application - and often, a LOT of time required 
for editorial news campaigns
– 4 months / 20 seconds

Boxing Day You & Yours



Yes, it’s quiz time again!…



So, what IS newsworthy?

Your company has been 
shortlisted for leading 

care awards

You’re launching 
a brand new, whizzy 

website

Your company has 
funded new robot 

technology allowing 
people to stay in their 

homes for longer 

You’ve invested in new  
care reporting  IT

You’ve conducted 
independent research 

identifying ways to 
improve dementia care

One of your carers rides 
a unicycle and is an 

airshow wing-walker!



You’ve conducted 
independent research 

identifying ways to 
improve dementia care

You’ve invested in new  
care reporting  IT

Your company has 
funded new robot 

technology allowing 
people to stay in their 

homes for longer 

Your company has been 
shortlisted for leading 

care awards

One of your carers rides 
a unicycle and is an 

airshow wing-walker!

You’re launching 
a brand new, whizzy 

website

Newsworthy  NOT!!



Great images

• Pictures speak a thousand words
Aaargh!  These 

don’t!!!!



These do!!!



’Pitching’ to journalists
• Few of us are natural salespeople
• Always advisable to call writer & get on their radar

– Don’t rely on email alone
– Know your story and your lines (summarise: one sentence)
– Have press release to hand (meat on bones)
– Is the story as appealing as possible? (interviewees, 

photography etc.)

• Timing is everything (deadlines)
• Never assume ‘send me the release’ or ‘sounds 

interesting’ means they will run the story



The Live-in Care Hub: campaign highlights 



Launching the Hub...

• Objective: 
– Raise awareness of 24/7 live-in care at home for new coalition of live-in 

care providers

• Challenges: 
– National media largely don’t want to write about elderly unless it’s bad 

news

• Strategy: 
– “Problem, solution, benefit’ approach (bad news followed by good news)
– Education, education, education – intelligent, but easy to understand
– With clever twists to give media a reason to write



No Place Like Home
• Conceived and created news-

generative report, designed to 
create ‘news from nowhere’ in the 
media – and beyond

• Massive media campaign with 
traditional and social media:
– Identified and developed ‘Dementia 

Overtakes Cancer as UK’s Most 
Feared Illness’ news story

– Solution: 24/7 live-in care – REAL 
alternative to residential

– Our ‘independent’ spokesperson: 
Katherine Murphy, chief exec of The 
Patients Association 

• Also a handy advice guide
• Facts, figures, information on all 

aspects of live-in care





Wider reach...

Industry
blog



• Six week organic and paid-for Facebook recruitment campaign 
• 1,358 likes from targeted demographic
• Facebook responsible for 53% of website referral traffic during 

period
• ‘Recruitment’ page became top landing page
• 35% of all traffic started on that page

Expanding into ’non-
traditional’ media...



What you’ve seen & learnt
• Just a few examples...
• Of pro and reactive activity (good and bad news respectively)
• Don’t forget essentials: clarity, consistency & continuity of 

messaging 

• Just scratched the surface
• But I hope it’s armed you
• With a few practical hints & tips to take away
• Questions?



Getting expert support
• If you’d like to take things further…

• Support available:
– Preparedness: “Taming the News” training - and media training 
– Plus: 

• Strategic communications to message development (using the Believability index)
• Social media campaigns
• And everything in between

• Please get in touch

• Thank you – have a great weekend!



The View: PR & marketing you can believe in  



Thank you
Contact:

Sue Skeats, managing partner
+ 44 (0)1483 331927 / + 44 (0)7976 522671

sue.skeats@theviewcommunications.com

© www.theviewcommunications.com


